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In the present paper we first consider (§ 1 and § 2) some properties of a
simply transitive group of translations, or of transformations whose constants
of structure are skew-symmetric in three indices or can be made so by a
suitable choice of fundamental vectors ξλ.
In later sections we then consider
~a

some properties of a Riemannhn spice admitting a simply transitive group of
translations and state for example the following theorem: A Riemannian
space Vn which admits a semi-simple simply transitive group of translations
Gn admits also a group of notions Gή which is commutative with G«. It
should be mentioned that we are dealing with local properties only.
§1.

The simply transitive group of translations

Let us consider an ^-dimensional manifold ]/ and a simply transitive group
Gn on y whose fundamental vectors are denoted by ξλ.
For convenience
we shall use small Latin letters for the indices of vectors and tensors in the
vector space associated with the group and Greek ones for the indices in V.
Both letters take on the values 1, 2, •••, ».
The vectors ξk satisfy equations1)
(
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=

where C"id are the constants of structure*
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A Riemannian metric will be introduced in the manifold V by putting

where f« are defined by
(3)
v

'
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*) Received in revised form, November 22, 1950
\) We adopt summation convention,
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v
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and Cab is a symmetric tensor of rank n in the vector space. The contra variant
fundamental tensor gx* is then given by
(4)

^^ξXξςCab

with Cah satisfying Cab Cbd = δ*.
As the numbers Cab are constants, we can get the following theorem by
making the Lie derivative^ of (4) (see [3]):
THEOREM I. The necessary and sufficient condition that a simply transitive
group becomes a group of translations is that we can find out a symmetric matrix
\\Cah\\ of rank n which satisfies the equations

(5)

ς^o + c^o-o.

In this theorem we may replace (5) by an equivalent condition
(50

σa/Cχb + Ch'/CXa = 0.

Now we can replace the vectors P by any linear combinations of them
with constant coefficients, and to do so is "the same as to make a linear transformation in the vector space associated with the group. If the new constants
of struciure satisfy C\d + C'b = 0 after such transformation, we write them
ao

act

•

'

as Cabd and say that they are skew-symmetr c S) . Evidently, the constants
of structure of ar.y simply transitive group of translations can be made skewsymmetric by a suitable transformation, for we need only to bring Cab to the
canonical form δα&.
With the skew-symmetric Cabd we get
C^adx Csxyz C. bzy
==

C^dyx \~,χaz C-tbzy — \~ yax \.jχdz C^bzy

~ £ C^axy C byz C^dzx

by using Jacobi's relation. We see that this expression is skew-symmetric
with respect to a and b and hence get the relation
( β)

Cadx Gxb + Cbdx Gxa = 0

where Gab is defined by
2)
3)

See reference [4].
By Cabc we do not mean the quantity C'Jf gxc with gab = — C^v C%b'x.
But on the
oth3r hand we see that we can always take skew-symmetric congtapts of structure for
a semi-simple group.
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(~>axy C^byx*

If the group is semi-simple, the rank of Gab is n and we can take Gab as Cab
in (2), for (6) is then equivalent to (5). Then we get

by calculating the curvature tensor.

Thus we have the

4)

THEOREM II . If a space V admits a simply transitive group of transformations
which is ^emi-simple and hence has skew-symmetric constants of structure (or has
constants of structure which can be made skew-symmetric by a suitable transformation in the vector space associated with the group), then we can find a Kiemannian
metric such that the group becomes the group of translations and the space is an
Einstein space*

Decomposition of the group

§2.

Now let us consider an orthogonal transformation in the vector space
\

'

a^x7

'a

' v.

where the coefficients satisfy P*Qb = δ*, P*Qa = δ^ and P* - Qa.
'

a <*~x

a

a °^y
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d
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z

x

constants of structure are transformed into K"u = C" P PyO ,
ab

xy

a

Then the

°^x
d

which will be

b <^^z'

easily found to be skew-symmetric with respect to a, b and d<
Let
be a tensor such that Gn is the group of translations with respect to this
metric. Then we get (5') which will become by the orthogonal transformation (9)
(Π)

KadχKxb+KbdχKxa = Q

with Kab = PxPy CxV. The indices are lowered, for the constants of structure
a

b

γ

are assumed to be skew-symmetric and the transformation (9) is orthogonal.
We can find an orthogonal transformation that makes the matrix
diagonal, that is,
4)

See [3]. See also the related theorem of Cartan and Schouten, [1], [2J p.206, [4]
p. 24t
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(12)

and in this case we get from (11)
(13)

KM

(Kb -Ka)

= 0.

If the eigenvalues Ka are not all the same, we may put
Kl

= K.2 = "

= Kpi

Kp

4= Kp+ly

Kp + 2) '")

Kφ

Then we get from (13)
(14)

KΛPΛ = KABP = KFQΛ = 0

where the indices r u n as follows: A, B, ••• = 1, 2, •••, p\ P% O, ••• =/> 4 - 1 ,
/> 4- 2, •••, //, (14) means t h a t t h e group Gn is n o t simple.
Hence if t h e g r o u p
is simple we get
Cah = C$ah
as long as Ca) satisfies (5'). As Ga> satisfies (6) we get Ga = Gδab* Accordingly
we have the following theorem:
THEOREM III. If a simply transitive group Gn is simple, there is essentially
only one V^iemannian metric with respect to which the group is a group of translations
The space is then an Einstein space*
When the constants of structure are skew-symmetric it is evident that
Cab = δab satisfies (5). Hence the group is a group of translations with

as the fundamental tensor.
Let us consider that the group is a group of
translations with respect to the metric

too.
Then after an orthogonal transformation that makes Cab diagonal, we
get the equations having the same form as (13). Hence if (16) is essentially
different from (15), we must have (14). We can now use again the letters C
and ξ instead of K and η and write (14) as
(L7)

CλPd = CABP = CFQA = 0.

It will be easily found that on account of (17) we can find out a coordinate
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system satisfying the condition

{

'

?j = o,

ξP = ξP(χ>+x,

•••> χ n )

where the indices a and n are used for the manifold [/ and take on the
values a = 1, •••,/>; π = /> + 1, •••, «. (18) means that the group and the
space are decomposed simultaneously. Hence we get the
THEOREM IV. //' a simply transitive group of transformations Gn with skewsymmetric constants of structure admits two or more essentially different Kiemannian
metrics with respect to which Gn becomes a group of translations, then the group
and the space are simultaneously decomposed into GP x Gn—ρ and Vp x Vn-pIf the group is not semi-simple} one of the "eigenvalues of Gab is equal to
zero. If Gab = 0 we get Cahd = 0 from ΈIX:y Ca%y Caxy = 0. Hence a simply
transitive group which is neither Abelian nor semi-simple and has skewsymmetric constants of structure has the matrix \\Gab\\ with eigenvalues not
all the same. On the other hand the equations
Cadx Xxb -f Cbdx Xχa = 0

are satisfied with 'Xab = Sab and Xab = Gab, and this fact leads to the consequence that Gn is decomposable into Gp x Gn—ρ*
Performing such decomposition as far as possible we get the
THEOREM V.

The Riemannian metric that makes a simply transitive

Gn with skew-symmetric constants of structure a group of translations
space V an Einstein space or a product of Einstein spaces*

group

makes the

The group Gn

is a

simple group or a direct product of simple groups.
The latter part of the theorem follows from the fact that a semi-simple
group is a simple group or a direct product of simple groups.
§3. A one-parameter group of motions in a Riemannian
mitting a simply transitive group of translations

space ad-

In preceding sections we considered some properties of a Riemannian
space admitting a simply transitive group of translations G«. In deriving
the first theorem we used the property of a group of translations that the
quantities defined by
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are constant, see Γ2Ί p. 212, [ 4 ] p . 3?.

As we consider that the group is

simply transitive we can find the vectors ξ* and a tensor gab in the vector
space associated with the group such that •£* ξbκ = δ«, gah = f * fδ gλ>s gΛδ g&<* = δ«
and ξ*=g*gλμξp
We can add here some relations which c m be obtained from (1) and the
fact that a translation is a kind of motions, that is, ξλ satisfy

Killing's

equationsr>)

which give on account of preceding relations
3

J

-'b a u

a -b μ.

Then we get the equations
(19)

p p

« i c

L*eλ,

which are the bases for deriving the curvature property of the space, see
Now, let us consider that the vector
(20)

ξ\ = h*Px

defines a motion in the space.

We get from Killing's equations the equations

(hxtnξ{ -r hx>λζy)gx

(21)

=

0.

If we further assume that the vector ξ^ and the vectors ξk conjointly are
the fundamental vectors of an (n 4- l)-parametcr group G»-ι i, we get

from

Jacobins relations
C

ab

C

ΐθd + Cbc Ca0d + Cca Cb*

=

0

'

C^* C*/ 4- C^* C'J 4- C";^ C ; d + Όb'Q° OaQd 4- C ;° C ^ = 0,

We must put C'ab° = 0 for Gn is a subgroup of G«f i.

Then a solution is

obtained by putting
5) A semi-colon means covariant derivation with respect to the metric g\^.
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O« - O0b" - C-+ = 0
λ

which means that the group G\ generated by ξ Q and the group Gn

are com-

mutative.
The Lie derivatives of ξ* with respect to the group Gn+i are given by

which vanish on account of (22).

On the other hand we get from (20)

Hence Λ« must satisfy the differential equations
XeM= -C;;δK

(23)

It will be easily understood that (23) is just the necessary and

sufficient

condition that £J define a group of motions and that this group and Gn
commutative.

are

For if we multiply the left hand side of (21) by ϊ?*ίτ£ and con-

tract we get Xbhx gax + Xahxgxb which vanishes on account of (23) and (5').
ξ* can not essentially generate a group of translations, for we get from

Xb (g^ ζ\ ζ» hή = X* (gax hή =

gax

which imply that ha be constant. Thus we have the
THEOREM VI. A Ricmannian space Vn admitting a non-Abelian simply
transitive group of translations Gn admits also a one-parameter group of motions G\
such that Gn and G\ are subgroups of a group Gn+i = G\ x Gn§4. The group of motions containing the group of translations
Now let us assume that the rank of the matrix llC"δl! where x denotes
ax

the rows and a and b the columns is p.

(24)

Then the set of equations

c;>* = o

has n—p independent solutions
(25)

u*=C*P

(P-/>+!,-»*)
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where C's are constants, and we can find out p independent
solutions of (23),
(26)

non-constant

{A = 1, 2, -., p)

h*A.

If we make new symbols
(27)

= A» X*

YA

we get
(28)
on account of (23).
(29)

[_YA,

Xal =

YA

X, - X

YA

=0

Furthermore we can obtain
,

[YA

YB]

= hA h^ OJ Xi + (A X, A*) X*
-.(A^X»A ) X ,
.-^AjA^X,.

where
(30)

*5^C^-A5B

is again a solution of (23).
Zα

Hence we can put

— — Γ)*~x fra — — Γ) 'D La — Π -

c

ΛV»

with constant D's, and get
(32)

IYA,

YB]

= D - £ YT. + D ^ ft X,.

For symbols X 7 and YA together Jacobi identities are satisfied and they
make a group.
If the group Gn is semi-simple (24) has no non-zerό solution
as we get

Besides we get [YA , YB] = D^

YD.

Thus we have the

THEOREM VII. A Riemanmcn space admitting a simply transitive group of
translations G Λ admits also a group of motions Gn±ρ, end Gn is an invariant
subgroup of Gnrp
p i* sue') a number that n—p is the number of independent
solutions of (24). Especially when Gn. is semi-simple, p = n and the group Gntn is
the direct product of Gn {translations) and Gn' (motions)*
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Next, let us consider that Gt is not semi-simple. It was stated in § 1
that we can choose the fundamental vectors so that the constants of structure
are skew-symmetric in three indices. Then the set of equations
Cadx Xxb + Cbdx Xxa = 0

has two essentially different solutions Xab = δab and Xab = Gaby and the group
is decomposed. After performing the decomposition as far as possible, we
find that Gn is the product of several semi-simple (simple) groups of parameters
at least three and n—p one-parameter groups. The product of the former
groups is also a semi-simple group and the product of the latter is an Abelian
group. As the space Vn is also simultaneously decomposed we have the
THEOREM VΠΐ. A Rlemannlan space Vn admitting a simply transitive group
of translations GH cΛmlts also a group of motions G'n commutative with Gn if Gn
is semi-simple, or if V Λ is not a direct product of a one-άlmenύonal Rlemannlan
space and an n-Λ-dlmenslo tal Riemannian space* If Vit is a direct product of n—p
one-dimensional spaces and a VP which can not be decomposed into a one-dlmenslonal
space and a Vρ-ι, then It admits a group of motions G;p commutative with Gn
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